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A Selection of Testimonials
“Louise is one of those rare human beings whose honesty, authenticity, and
gentle care creates a safe haven for healing. Without a doubt she is a genuine
natural healing soul. During a profound session I was able to undergo a process
that has enabled me to release certain negatively held beliefs, and allowed me to
feel free, light, clear – more able to stand in my power and create solid
boundaries. I have been provided with the courage to follow what I would call my
'true path'. Thank you Louise for creating a safe container in which I was able to
bridge a connection to my Higher Self – a beautiful experience.”
Jo Cooper (Northern Rivers, NSW)

~
“The session I had with Louise I can only describe as a deeply profound
experience. I have since been able to re-experience the feelings, thoughts, vision
and journey that she gently guided me through. I’ve had a chronic health
condition for many years and I now feel more at peace and less afraid of what
each day will bring – more confident and inwardly attractive. Louise helped me
reunite with Source – I felt like I had come home. In an instant it all made sense.
It felt like spiritual ecstasy. I am deeply grateful for Louise’s skill and dedication in
what she does.”
Julie Tuddenham (SE Qld, a few weeks after her session)
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“I continue to receive the miracle of your help and healing. What you gave to me
was a gift I can access now at any time.”
Julie Tuddenham (SE Qld, one year after her session)

~
“I felt a dramatic shift during the session, and with Louise's guidance I managed
to clear and deal with a deep-seated trauma and ultimately let go of patterns
that have been with me my whole life. This has been one of the most exciting
healing sessions I've ever experienced. Thank you Louise, I'm looking forward to
the next one when the time comes. I highly recommend Louise on all levels. I feel
freer and lighter.”
Peter Soddu (Crabbes Creek, NSW)

~
“A most natural, calm and relaxed experience. All of my life issues and concerns
were skilfully woven into the hypnosis session in what felt like the perfect order.
Louise kept me floating at just the right level of consciousness, where there were
no doubts or uncertainties about the information from my Higher Self. I have
been introduced to the truly infinite expansiveness of my mind, where all my
answers lie. To look into the mirror after the session said it all – total bliss and
total peace.”
David Ward (Northern Rivers, NSW)
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